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FORE WORD 

Recent developments in the field of control engineer'.. 

ing have increased the use of the thyratron as a control 

device, Electronic control has the advantage of being 

extremely precise and accurate. 

Most thyratron control circuits consist of networks 

of resistors and capacitors or inductors. With these, the 

phase position of the grid voltage with respect to the 

anode voltage may be shifted by varying the impedance of 

one of the circuit elements of the network. This control 

may be made autornatc for some installations. 

To obtaIn a more precise control of the thyratron, 

the use of vacuum tuhea presents the possibility of accurate 

control combined with the advantage of rapid ionization 

time in the tube. The Ionization time can be made more 

rapid by the steep wave front of the voltae pulse which 

c be applied by electronic means. 

To employ electronic control for the thyrtron re- 

cuires a voltage pulse the phase oosition of ihich can be 

varied over the complete cycle of tube opertìon, The 

pulse forming circuit has to be tied into the circuit of 

the thyratron so that ll not vary in phase position from 

cycle to cycle. With these basic principles in mind, the 

circuit described in this manuscrtot was designed, 
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IIECTRONIC PULSE GENERATOR FOR THYRATRON CONTROL 

The science of electronics has been almost completely 

developed since the start of the twentieth century. Even 

s many discoveries were being made, they were put to 

commercial use. It ws only a few months after Roentgen 

discovered his X rays that they were used by doctors to 

look at the Internal organe, 

The study of the conduction of an electric current 

in gases and vacuo is advancing rapidly, but there are 

still many phenomena as yet unexplined. The work of 

Townsend, Thompson, Hull, Langmuir, and Slepian has shed 

much light on the subject, but it is fully realized by 

contemporary scientists that the study of this subject is 

far from complete. 

Although the study of gas tubes was pushed with great. 

er vigor in the earlier studies, the high vacuun tube 

soon overtook and passed its gas counterpart. High vacuum 

tubes made rapid strides in radio and telephone work, and 

not much interest was shown in the smaller ty'oes of gas 

tubes. Then another phase or cycle of research seemed to 

unfold, and the use of the gas tube increased many fold. 

At the present time, electronics is irnbed.d.ed firmly 

in the field of lsrge power projects which had been 

relatively free of such devices in previous decades. Not 

only does electronics have a firm foothold in the power 
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field, but lt Is expndlng in every direction. Gs tubes 

of amazingly small size are now used to supply direct 

current power to motors with greater accuracy and smoothness 

of control than was ever possible before. A combination 

of vscuum tubes and a rotating amolif 1er permits control 

of huge blocks of power with but a few milliwatts. 

The recent war spurred the use of electronics in the 

field of' control. The possibilities of electronic control 

are seemingly limitless, and its advantages are many. 

Mathematical calculators have been built which save seien- 

tists many months of tedious work. Doors open when they 

are approached, Steel mills break their own output recorde 

time after time. Counting circuits nov count many times 

faster than is humanly possible. Odors are detected elec- 

tronically. Theatres have smoother and more complete 

lighting control. Welders of automatic design enabled 

factories to build thousands of airplanes when they were 

in dire need. Large motors are controlled by grid con- 

trolled gas tubes (1, p. 1517-1523). 

With these new aolicatlons has come the demand for 

increasing accuracy of control nd corresoondingly smaller 

time lags in the controlling mechanisms. In this field, 

electronic methods are unexcelled becuase time is readily 

measured in microseconds in vacuum tube circuits. As these 

new ideas and tools are assimilated by industry, the field 

of electronics should be able to exrand even more widely. 
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As time goes on, these improved circuit elements and new 

ideas should make the old methods ever better by enabling 

the engineer to constantly simplify and improve the now 

existing designs. 

As early as 1908, mercury arc tubes were being ruade 

In such large sizes (lo, p.l.-9) that it led to the use of 

the steel tank for mechanical strength. These were general- 

ly used for railway work and had capacities in the thousands 

of amperes. 

As the multianode type of rectifier was perfected, 

certain faults were noted, and many ideas were tried in 

an effort to prevent them. One of the main difficulties 

encountered was the arc bpck, which was especially bad in 

large installations. The arc back is an inherent chara. 

teristic of a gas tube, and it is still a major problem. 

Sleoian and Ludwig, in 1933, (14, p.605-608) develop-' 

ed the ignitor principle which resulted in development of 

the ignitron (7, p.164-166), which hs been a major factor 

In handling large blocks of rectified power in recent 

years. The ignitrori consists of an anode, a mercury pool, 

and the ignitor. These are placed in an individual con- 

tamer which may or may not be sealed. The ignitor is a 

metal of high resistivity which projects into the mercury 

pool. As many ignitrons as are needed in a particular 

installation are assembled in banks. The absence of a 

large number of anodes in one tank helps prevent arc back. 
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However, this does not entirely eliminate the danger of 

arc back in a rectifier bank. 

The ignitron must be started each time it is to 

conduct, and this is done by the ignitor. When the tube 

is to fire, a current is passed through the ignitor to the 

pool, and an explosion of long takes place around the 

ignitor. This starts conduction in the tube. The speed 

of firing is a function of the voltage which is applied 

to the ignitor and is in the order of microseconds. 

Ignitrong are made in extremely large capacities, and may 

be used in installations with as many as 108 phases. 

The theory of the control of conduction in a gas by 

means of a grid was first proposed about 1914 by Langmuir. 

The first tubes were crude and did not have such good 

control charìcterist1cs because of the inadeauacy of the 

electrode structure. Also, little was known at that time 

about the mechanics of aros and their control. Langmuir 

built muitlanode tubes, but these have been discontinued. 

Toulon, in 1922, improved Langmuir's efforts and also 

effected control by means of phase shift which is used 

extensively today. Langmuir continued his development, 

and the name thyratron was given the three element gas 

tube. Some thyratroris now have four electrodes. The 

name thyratron is now generally restricted to hot cathode 

types of grid controlled gas tubes. 



Thyratrons have many advantages over s1mi1r types 

of hard. vacuum tubes. Among these are: 

(i) Ability to handle large currents. 
(2) Increased efficiency because of the reduced 

voltage drop in the tube. 
(3) Cathodes are more efficient because there 

are less harmful effects due to positive 
ion bombardment. 

However, one should keep in mind that the thyratron also 

has some disadvantages. The main drawback of this type 

of gas tube is the ability of the grid to only control the 

average current (5, p.213-.223) and. not the instantaneous 

current. Another disadvantage is the fact that the grid. 

may draw current. In some tubes, this may amount to as much 

as one half an ampere. This is true especially if an 

alternating voltage is applied to the grid. (4, p.234). 

In this type of application, the control power required. 

in the grid circuit must be considered. A current limit.s 

tng resistor is generally placed. in the grid circuit to 

reduce the grid current. 

When a small amount of gas is present in a high vacuum 

tube, the operating characteristics are altered materially 

from the conventional high vacuum tube. For such operation, 

the tube is useless, but if one of the inert gases or 

mercury vapor is placed in the tube, these new character- 

istics may be used, Unwanted gases including water vapor 

will cause chemical action upon the cathode and decrease 

its emission. 
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Mercury vapor is the most widely used e1enent in 

tubes though some of the rare gases axe used. Mercury 

ha the à isadvantage of varying in presuro as the tern- 

peratare of the tube varies. Hence, as the load on the 

tube changes, the temperature and consequently the pres- 

sure o± the gas will change. This will cause a change in 

the control characteristics of the tube and may cause 

trouble. The rare gases, while giving n.a trouble as far 

as pressare variation witn temperat.ire, tend to clean up as 

the tube operates. This means that the gas will combine 

with the electrodes in the tube. 

If no appreciable gas is in the tube, the current- 

voltage characteristic will resemble Curve 1 iii Figure 1. 

I8 

E6 

Figure 1. Volt-ampere characteristic of vacuum tube 
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Nith the addition of a small amouíit of gs, the curve will 

then resemble Curve iurnber 2. Puzther addition of gas will 

cau.se the carve to mve farther to the left. There are 

often discontinaities, and the decreasing current curve 

does nut necessarily follow the increasing carrent carve 

line. It is possible for the current to decrease as the 

voltage increases at higher values of anode voltage. 

If two cold electrodes are placed in an envelope 

with a small &xiount of gas present, az-id a voltage is applied 

to these electrodes, another characteristic curve will 

resait. In the handling of heavy currents, the portions 

of this curve occuuing before the arc discharge are of 

no interest except to study tne mechanics of the forming 

of an arc. 

E5 

Townsend 
Disc her9e 

4orrnu/ Ahi,o,m,/ 

Glow GIW 

71 Arc 

IB 

Figure 2. Volt-ampere characteristic of gas discharge. 

Currents in the Townsend Discharge region are of the order 

of microaaiperes and less and so are of no use to the user 



of the thyrrtron in the design of the thyratron circuits. 

The wirious parts of this curve result from chnges in the 

charcteristics of the discharge between the electrodes. 

One reason gs is put in the tube is to cause neutral- 

Ization of the space charge, which is present in all high 

vacuum tubes, by the formation of positive ions. In a high 

vacuum tube, this sPace charge limits the amount of current 

flow to the cathode even though there is a huge excess of 

electrons ejected from the cathode. By eliminating this 

space charge, the full electron output of the cathode may 

be utilized with a low anode voltage. 

In order to understand the mechanism of current flov.r 

in a gas tube, it is necessary to study the construction 

of the atom and its associated phenomena. An atom consists 

of a nucleus with some positive charge, and the number of 

electrons the atom has depends upon the amount of positive 

charges that the nucleus contains. The mercury atom which 

is used extensively in gs tubes, hs eighty electrons in 

its various orbits or shells. Each of these electrons 

neutralizes one positive chrge in the nucleus, nd. if one 

electron is taken away, the atom then becomes a positive 

ion and the electron a negative ion. 

Each shell of electrons has p definite energy level 

with respect to the nucleus. If an electron is changed 

from shell to shell for any reason, it will either acuire 
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energy or give up energy. If energy released le in the 

form of radiation, this forms definite line spectra which 

may be segregated into freauency bands by spectroscopie 

studies. An electron moving from the first shell to the 

second will always yield radiation of the same frecuency. 

An electron may be driven f rom one shell to another, and 

the energy required for this is usually called the exci- 

tation energy and the atom an excited atom. 

When an electron is completely removed from its parent 

atom, the atom is ionized. Each element has a definite 

ionizing energy, measured in electron volts, which is 

required to remove an electron from Its atom. This is 

known as the ionization potential and le the least energy, 

expressed in electron volts, that muet be supplied to e, 

normal atom or molecule in order to remove an electron 

from the atom or molecule. 

Ionization may be caused by a number of things: 

(i) Collision of particles with electrons or 
molecules 

(2) Collision of particles with photons 
(3) CosmIc and other radiations 
(4) High temperatures in gases or vaoore 
(5) Chemical action. 

It is possible then to cause electrons obtained 

from a cathode to Ionize a gas and produce positive ions 

which neutralize the space charge effects in the inter- 

electrode space. 

The voltage required to produce ionization by collision 

is a function of the gas pressure. 



Th1B effect may be illuetrated. in a tube in which the 

pressure may be varied. 

E 
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Figure 3 Breakdown voltage between parallel plane elec- 
trodes. 

Shown in Figure 3 is the breakdown voltage of the tube 

plotted as a function of the pressure in the tube. It 

can be seen that at the higher pressures, a higher poteri- 

tial is recuired to start an aro discharge. This is 

caused by the inability of an electron, after escaping 

from the cathode into the interelectrod.e space, to gain an 

energy equal to the ionizing energy of the gas between 

colligions, The electron strikes a particle before 

sufficient energy is gained, loses its kinetic energy, and 

has to start all over again. The mean free path of a 

particle is defined as the average distance it travels 

between collisions. If the pressure is high, the mean free 

path is short, and the electrode Dotential will have o be 

higher for the electron to gain the necessary energy 
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between collisions. As the gas pressure decreases, the 

mean free path is longer nc the electron has more chance 

to gain the necessary ionizing energy. 

It should be understood that energy is gained by the 

fall of the electron through a difference of potential. 

If this difference of potential can be obtained in a very 

short distance; i.e., a distance comparable to the mean 

free path, the probability of ionization will be high. 

As the pressure is decreased still further, the 

molecules in the space become so few that electron 

collisions are infrecuent. The breakdown voltage then 

increases. 

When the electron collides with the molecule and 

ionizes it by knocking out another electron, the two 

electrons are then free to further ionize other molecules. 

This will cause what is known as an electron avalanche 

which was discovered by Townsend in his early studies. 

Townsend found that as the distance between the 

electrodes increased the current increased. From this, 

he postulated that, with a. constant potential gradient 

maintained, the electrons have more chance to ionize 

the molecules in the interelectrode space as the distance 

between electrodes increases. The general equation for 

the current is (9, p.341). 
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c°X 
- J_oc 

( Townsend coefficient 

x -Distance between electrodes in era 

i0-Final current 

As stpted previously, the most imoortnt effect of 

ionizinR the gìs in the tube is the formation of the rosi- 

tive ions. These ions re responsible for the chrcter 

istic oÍ low voltage drop in the ges tube. For eeh 

electron removed from a g molecule, there i a positive 

ion formed. This is generally true though there is the 

possibility of removing two electrons from one molecule 

1eving & single positive ion of double charge. The 

positive ions neutr.lize the effect of the electrons in the 

space, nnd thus there is or8ctic1ly no voltge drop over 

a large portion of the distnee from the cthode to the 

anode. PrRcticahly all of the tube drop is near the cth- 

ode where the electrons emitted snd given their first 

ionizing energy. 

One positive ion is epable of neutralizing many 

electrons bec3use of its large mase with respect to the 

electron. The ion will travel slowly toward the cathode 

while many electrons pass it on their way to the anode. 

Thug the positive ions along the way will affect many 

times their number of electrons. If the tube is a 

negative grid type, some ions will collect on the grid 

and cause a grid current. 
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The speed with which a thyratron starts to conduct 

arid ceases to conduct is of importance in determining 

the uses to thich it can be put. The ionization time is 

the time necess8ry for the Diasma, the combinstion of 

positive ions pnd electrons, to form, and the tube current 

to rise to its normal value. Ionization depends upon a 

number of Thctors; viz., tube geometry, gas pressure, 

amount of grid, bias, and the steeoness of the wve front 

applied to the grid (14, p.366-3?l). Ionization times 

rrie from 1.5? x 10 seconds to aoroximate1y 20 x i06 

seconds (8, p.934-937). Kock (8, p.934-937) measured these 

values and obtained extremely accurate results as mentioned. 

above. This delay in ionizing enables the production and 

movement of the oositive ions to neutralize the negative 

space charge at the cathode. 

Deionization time of the thyratron depends upon the 

amount of current the tube is carrying, pressure of the gas 

in the tube, distance between the grid, and the anode, and- 

the voltage on the grid (5, p.213-223). 

t 0.0012 p seconds 
3/2 

eg X 

I - Arc current 
p - Pressure in baryes 
x - Distance between grid and anode in cm 
eg Grid potential 

From this eauation, it can be seen that the larger 

tubes may go as high as one thousand. mIcroseconds. 



Figure 4 Subchassis of Electronic Pulse Generator 

Figure 5 Chassis of Electronic Pulse Generator 
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Thyretrons operate at lower pressures than tungar 

type tubes (5, p.213-223) and thus lose some of the 

tungar tubes advantages. The upper limit of the pressure 

is deternüned. by the rate of diffusion of the positive ions 

and the glow potential. A glow discharge between the grid. 

and anode will sheathe the grid with positive ions making 

it useless in addition to disintegrating the grid and 

using up the gas. The lower limit of the gas pressure is 

determined by the limItation of the current density that 

results from the scarcity of positive ions. The genera]. 

limits of oreseure in a mercury thyratron are from i to 50 

microns while tubes with other gases range slightly higher. 

The cathode in a thyratron may be made a more efficient 

emitter than the cathode in a high vacuum tube. This is 

possible because the low tube drop decreases the poseibilty 

of destruction of the anode by positive ion bombardment, 

and furthermore, hett shielded cathodes csn be used in gas 

tubes. It is important, however, to allow the cathode a 

sufficient time to heat up before applying anode voltage. 

It Is important too, to remember that the tube should 

be operated with the tube drop less than 25 to 20 volts or 

the disintegration voltage (5, p.213-223) of the gas will 

be reached. The cathode will then be rapidly destroyed by 

positive ion bombprdment, This was responsible for the 

destruction of many of the earlier tubes. The disintegra. 

tion voltage is fairly critical. 
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Before conduction commences, the grid of the thyratron. 

functions in a manner similar to the high vacuum triode. 
Most of the electrostatic lines of force from the anode 

are terminated on the grid, and hence few electrons from 

the cathode are accelerated. The field about the cathode 

is a function of grid and anode voltages as for the high 

vacuum tube (5, p.213-223). There will be no flow of 

Pield (eg t eD//e) 

current as long as trie field around tne cathode is negative. 
As is shown by the equation, the anode voltage increases 
until it overcomes the effect of the grid, arid the current 
flow starts. The grid then loses all control over the 

flow of anode current. This effect is illustrated in 
Figure 6. The negative grid is surrounded by a sheath of 

positive ions which neutralize its electric field, and, in 

effect, make a grid of slightly larger size with no 

potential on it. The plasma surrounds these sheaths, and 

they exert no effect on the plasma. There is a possibility 

Piguïe 6. ffect of grid in thyratron. 

A 
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that if theBe sheaths can be made large enough to over- 

lap, the anode current can cut off. However, if the 

current is large, this is not probable. Thus it is seen 

that only the average current can be controlled. 

The grid of the thyratron controls the maximum 

current density instead of the average current density 

across its area. This fact influences the design of the 

tube to a large extent. The tube will fire if the current 

density assumes a critical value. From this, it can be 

realized that if the grid has irregularly sized holes, 

the current density through a large hole will control 

starting. Because of this, conduction may start around 

the grid rather than through it. Consequently, the grid 

must surround either the anode or the cathode more complete- 

ly than in a high vacuum tube. If the grid. surrounds 

either electrode alone, erratic starting ensues because 

of electrostatic charges on the walls of the tube. Con- 

aeqently, it is desirable to shield both the anode and 

cathode. 

If the grid emits too many electrons, conduction may 

be started by the subsequent ionizatIon. This also will 

cause erratic operation. To inhibit this emission and to 

increase radiation of heat, grids are treated by various 

processes. 
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Pigure 7 
Test 1uipinent 

'igure 8 
Test uiprnent Setup for Thyratron Cont.rcl 
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A single anode single grid thyratron is shown in Figure 9. 

r' 

grid 

cathode 

Figure 9. Three element thyratron. 

If the hole in the grid. is large, the tube will hnve a 

negative control characteristic. With number of smaller 

holes, the tube will hrve s. positive control characteristic. 

With a large grid structure, the tube will also have a 

large starting grid current and a low input impedance. 

To reduce these effects, the shield grid tube wa intro- 

duced. The shield grid is held. at a constant potential 

and shields the control grid from the cathode and anode. 

It also collects moet of the starting grid current. The 

control grid, which can be wire ring between the 

diaphragms, is the controlling element. It will take 

little current because of its small size and will have a 

low input oapcitance. This tube may be made either a 
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positive or negative control tube by vryin: the mRnitude 

of the voltage between the shield nd the cathode. The 

grid. also has another function; viz,, cleanup of the 

positive ions in the tube after conduction cesses (16, 

p.312-318). This enables the deionization time to be con- 

siderb1y decreased. The deionization time is also a func- 

tion of the amount of negative bias on the tube and de- 

creases as the negative b1s increeses. Unfortunately, the 

bias required for quick deionization is a very high value. 

During norml operption of the tube, cathode materi1 

is sputtered on the grid ceusing grid emission end con- 

sequently causing erratic operation. While cleaning the 

positive ions from the intereleetrode space, the grid can 

also rid itself of the sputtered cathode material by pos- 

itive ion bombardment (16, p.312-318). Thus a large 

negative pulse efter conduction has ceased is beneficial 

to the tube by cleaning up the positive ions which de- 

creases the deionization time, and helps rid the grid. of 

extraneous cathode material. 

Grid current is made up of a number of components of 

which the most important are: (4, p.230) 

(i) Current resulting from electrons collected 
by the grid., 

(2) Current resulting from positive ions 
collected by the grid, 

(3) Current that traverses the insulation 
resistance paths between the grid and other 
electrodes, 
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(4) Cu.rre.nt resulting froíu secondary emission 
from tne grid, 

(5) Current .resu.lting from photoelectric emiss- 
ion from the grid, 

(6) Carrent resulting from thermionic emission 
from the grid. 

The first two of the above mentioned currents are 

the most importmt factors ini the tube design. The positive 

ion carrent is a function of the anode current and ceases 

when it does. The electron cu.rent, which comprises the 

largest single component of tne grid current, becomes 

excessively large when the grid goes positive. It is even 

possible for electrons to flow to the grid when it is 

negative because of high cathode emission velocities and 

the contact difference of potential beteen grid and 

cathde. 

A no de 

ShIeld Grid 

Grid 

Coil' ode 

Figure 10. shield grid thyratron. 

The control characteristics of a thyratron may be 
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obtained experimentally by impressing a direct voltage on 

the anode and varying the grid bias of the tube until the 

gas breaks down and conduction starts. For each value of 

anode voltage, there will be a definite grid, voltage 

at which conduction will start (4, p.235-23?) for a certain 

gas pressure. With mercury vapor type thyratrons, the gas 

pressure is a function of the tempreture, A character- 

istic control curve will result as shown in Figure 11. 

- Volti 

u 

o 

Figure 11. Thyratron control characteristic. 

From the control curve a control diagram can be drawn. 

This is shown in Figure 12. The sine wave of voltage is 

the instantaneous voltage which is applied to the anode 

of the tube. Directly beneath is the critical grid voltage 

et which the tube will fire at that anode voltage. The 

grid voltage is projected from the control character-. 

istics as illustrated. The control voltage beneath the 

anode voltage need not be drawn to the saine scale and. 



Pigre 12. Thy.ratron co.zit.rol diagram. 

uuualiy is riot. The control voltage may then be super- 

imposed upon tnis diagram and the firing angle determined. 

Control may be effected in va.riou.s ways. Because of 

the fact that the grid c,not shut tao tube off, the 

thyratron is generally used in alternating current circuits. 
In direct current circuits, resistance-capacitance networks 

are generally used to stop condaction (13, p.377). There 

are several types of control used in alternating current 

circuits. 3ome of the most important types of control are 

phase shift (2, p.522-526), parallel, series, relaxation, 

counter eiuf (1g, p.4?7-465), and direct cu.rrent bias 

control (11, p.432-433). The type of control which is 

used most extensively is the phase shift control. This 

method is one in which the firing g1e of a thyratron may 

be varied over the entire half of the operating cycle of 
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the alternating anode voltage by means of an alternating 

voltage ap:plied to the grid. This is generally done by a 

variable impedance vhich shifts the phase of the grid 

voltage with respect to the anode voltage. 

If an alternating voltage is applied to the grid of 

the thyratron and another to the anode, the tube may be 

made to conduct at any point on the positive half of the 

anode cycle by making the grid voltage cross the critical 
voltage line of the control diagram at the desized point. 

This is illustrated in Pigu.res 13 and 14. Pigure 13 shows 

Anode Voltige 

Grid Voltige 

Crilicøl Grid Voltage 

Figure 13. Thy.ratron voltage wave forins when tube is not 
conducting. 

the effect of a grid voltage which lags tne anode voltage 

by 180 degrees. However, if the phase of the grid voltage 

is advanced, it will cross the critical voltage line at 

some point between O and 180 degrees. The tube will then 

conduct at tiii point. As the phase of the grid voltage 

is further advanced, the tube will fire for a 
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correspondingly longer time. Generally the phase shift is 

Pp,nt of coiidvctiofl 

de Volto ge 

J Volto ge 

Figure 14. Thyratron voltage wave forms when tube is 
conducting. 

accomplished, by a network consisting of a resistor d 

an inductor o: capseitor. One of these circuit elements 

i made variable to provide the phase shift. A typical 

circuit is shown in Figure 15. A center tapped trans 

Figure 15. Thyrtron Control circuit. 

former is used for the supply voltage. The grid supply 

is taken froni the center tap and the common point of the 
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resistor-capacitor connectIon. The grid. voltsge may be 

illustrated in Figure 16. The total transformer voltage 

t. 

Figure 16. Vector diagram of thyratrori control voltage. 

is Et. The sum of the resistor voltage and the capacitor 

voltage must be equal to this. Since they are in quadra- 

ture, the 1oCu of the common point will be a semicircle. 

As the impedance is varied, the voltage across the con- 

denser will vary from a very small portion of the total 

voltage to practically all of it. Thus the angle alpha 

will vary. If X0 i very large, alpha will be nearly 180 

degrees, and if X0 is small, alpha will become nearly zero. 

Thus the phase shift is obtained. If an inductance le used 

in place of the condenser, the resistor and inductance will 

have to be reversed to make the phasing check out properly. 

A peaked grid voltage may be obtained for control 

operation by inserting a saturable core transformer across 

the variable phas3 output and connecting the secondary 

to the thyratron grid. This will give an accurate control 



and also help clean up the positive ions after conduction 
ce as e e. 

Vaou.uín tubes are sometimes used as a variable resistor. 
By tiais means, a very email direct voltage in the grid 
circuit c control the tube. These circuits give smooth 

gradual control also. The phasing of these circuits must 

also be checked. If a high resistance can be used in tnese 
circuits, a photoelectric tube may replace the resistor, 
and the field of application greatly extended. 

Another method of phase snifting is the use of a wound 

rotor phase sia ifter. This may be a wound rotor induction 
motor. These may be used to advantage in a three phase 

network as they ma oe easily wound for this tpe of 
connect ion. 

The control of the tube may be made automatic by the 
phototube or use of a saturable reactor as the variable 
impedance. The inductor is wound on an iron core along 

with a direct current winding which may carry the load 
current to be controlled or any other control current. By 

varying the amount of direct current, the amount of 
saturation of the core will change tue impedance of the 
alternating current winding. 

The electronic pulse generator for thyratron control 
has many of tne advantages mentioned above. The unit is 
compact and could be placed in small spaces. Since there 
are no relay contacts or moving parts, the cost of 
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nmintenance would be ma11. The complete control with 

power supoly takes little power. The exerimenta1 model 

which w built exclusive of the power supply consumed. 

about 25 milliamperes at 300 volts. Positive firing end 

precise control are obtelned with this method. Since the 

pulse which is applied to the thyrtron grid is cpeble of 

being controlled smoothly through the complete cycle of op-' 

eretion, there is no oossibility of spotty control. Since 

ionization time of a thyretron is e function of the stee 

ness of the applied grid voltage, the tube will fire immediam 

tely when the pulse is epplied. There cn be no variation 

in firing angle which is sometimes encountered in slowly 

varying grid voltages. The control is simple 2nd foolproof 

since there is only one control ori the unit, This is 

especially e.dvantageoue as it makes for simplicity and ease 

of operation as well as freedom from meintenence. 

There is no possibility of any circuit getting out 

of adjustment since the circuit components ere all fixed., 

and there are rio variable capacitors or inductors to be 

knocked out of alignment. The circuit is tied down 

definitely by the synchronizing voltage, and. there is no 

chance of any spurious feedback creating disturbances in 

remote stages. 

The generator can easily be synchronized to any circuit 

in which the thyretron may he used. In cases of high 
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operating frequencies, some circuit constants would have 

to be changed, but that couló easily be incorporated in 

the design. Most of the cireute are designed for short 

time constante, and these would be made shorter as the 

operating frecuency of the Installation went higher. 

The generator can either be operated at the control 

unit or by remote contro].. Since the controlling element, 

as will be explained more fully, is only a variable posi-' 

tive voltage applied to the grid of a vscuum tube, the 

point of control could be mnde in any place in which one 

would want to plrce it. A small potentiometer could be 

connected by cable to the unit and be carried about from 

place to place as the operator desired. If the control 

was to be operated at the unit, the remote control would 

merely be switched off, and the potentiometer at the 

unit switched on. This flexibility as to the point of 

control could be of use in some installations. 

The control can be made either manual or fully auto-. 

matic. An example of automatic control would be the main- 

tenarice of constant speed on a thyratron controlled 

motor. A linear voltage generator could be driven by the 

motor and would in turn be fed into an inverter which would 

decrease the output voltage as the input increased. As 

the speed of the motor increased, the generator output 

voltage would Increase which in turn would be reduced 

through the inverter. This would be applied to the 
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thyratron control and retard the firing angle of the thyra- 
tron. A decrease in motor speed would in turn cause the 

firing angle to be moved forward, and thus the speed could 

be held constant. Large power supplies could be regulated 

in a similar manner. 

If the thyratron motor were to be controlled manually, 

the potentiometer dial could be placed within the reach of 

the operator. The control is not aite linear because o± 

the use of the capacitor discharge characteristic as the 

controlling medium. he linearity of the circuit would not 

be effected by tne increase o± resistance of the grid 
circuit over the control cycle, because the potentiometer 

can be made very small with respect to the grid res Lstor. 

The device is a voltage plifier so the choice of 

tubes is by no means narrow. In some installations, the 

new su.bminiatare types of tubes could be used, and thus 

the size o± the control element could be made extremely 

small. 

The circuit o± the electronic pulse generator consists 
of a series of amplifiers which make up the synchronizing 

circuit arid the actual pulse generator. The tubes in the 

generator need not necessarily be large. The type used th 

primarily dictated by tne individual tube characteristics. 
The output pulse need only be great enough to fire the 

thyratron which it is controlling. This will not usually 
be more than twenty volts in the larger thyratron tubes. 
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For brevity, in the following circuit discussion, the 
fifth and sixtn tubes which develop the tine varied voltage 
pulse will be referred to as the trigger circuit. 

The synchronizing circuit consists o± an overdriven 
triode smplifier, a differentiating circuit, two pulse 

amplifiers, and a cathode follower. The fundamental 

principle of the circuit is to use, as a reference, the 

voltage wave which is aptlied to the thyratron. The refer- 
once point is the tit cf the positive hlf of the 'dave. 

The sine wave is fed into the overdriven triode amplifier 
wnich scjuares the wave. This is differenti.ted and tne 

negative pulse is fed to the second amplifier. The 

inverted and amplified pulse is then put through the third 
amplifier. The negative pulse from the third amplifier is 
then put through the cathode follower for impedance match- 

ing and applied to the first tube of the trigge' circuit. 
The output of the trigger circuit is a rectangular 

wave of variable width. The negative wave front of this 
output is the reference point, and the positive front is 
the variable position voltage used to control the thyratron. 
his wave is differentiated, and the resultant is applied to 

the grid of the thyratron which has a constant negative 
bias. The positive pip of the output then fires the tube. 

The synchronizing voltage, not more than 110 volts, is 
fed into the overdriven tr iode amplifier. This input 
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should not be less than 70 or 80 volts because the differ- 

entiator is designed for very short time constant pulse. 

For this reason, the output pulse is very small. If a 

smaller input is used, the output voltage wave will not 

have a steep enough wave front. 

The input to the f iret amplifier has a one hundred 

thousand ohm resistor in series with the grid to give grid 

cliping of the output. The ctual squareness of this out- 

put voltage is not too importsnt, but it is necessary that 

the wave front be very steep. The output of the differ-. 

entitor is coupled to the second amplifier. The differ- 

entiator network was calculated to give a time constant 

of 1 X l0 second. Large res±stors, thirty to fifty 

thousand ohms, were used in al]. plate circuits to obtain es 

much voltage gain as possible. This was possible because 

linear operation was not wanted in this apolication. The 

time constant of the grid circuit of the third amplifier 

is aDDroxlmately twice that of the second arnpllf 1er, but 

these vciues are not critical. A larger grid resistor was 

used to have as large a grid signal as possible. 

If the synchronizing voltage becomes too wide, the 

pulse fed to the trigger circuit mey be too wide to allow 

a full 180 degrees control. This effect will be thus- 

treted in the pictures of the wave forms. 

The third amplifier is operated at approximately 
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cutoff with bias being obtained from the power supply. 

This enablec iore amplification from the tube than through 

the use of cathode biasing. The use of cathode bias in 

this case is also difficult because the tube is operating 

at cutoff. By operating the tube at cutoff, or slightly 

below, small pickup voltages are cut out completely in this 

stege. Consenuently, the only signai voltage applied to 

the trigger circuit is the desired signal. 

The next stage in the synchronizing circuit is the 

cathode follower. This circuit gives a low impedance out- 

put for the synchronizing ulse and is used as a. buffer 

stage and to prevent distortion in the control circuit of 

the next stage. The amplification of a cathode follower is 

(5, p.213-223) 

?Zb 
r' (1 ,/4)Zb 

and is less than unity. To obtain the maximum signal out.- 

put, the grtd of the cathode follower is tied to the plate 

voltage supply through a one megohrn resistor. This will 

make the tube operate a saturation all the time except 

when the signal is applied. When the tube is driven to 

cutoff, a maximum signal output is obtained. It will be 

noted that the time constant of this input ste is many 

times larger than the previous circuits. However, since 

the discharge path of the capacitor is toward the three 
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hundred volt supply instead of ground potential, the time 

of arrival at the cutoff potential of the tube is much lees 

than if the grid were tied to ground. This is illustrated 

in Figure 20. 

+300 volts 

,e cvtoff 

Figure 20. Condenser discharge characteristic. 

The trigger circuit finally developed is a moclif i- 

cation 01' a one 8hOt multivibrator circuit, That is, the 

trigger is applied, and the second tube will start to 

conduct and continue to conduct for a time dependent on 

the grid circuit of the first tube, When this time elapses, 

the circuit returns to its previous condition in which the 

first tube is conducting maximum current. 

The length of operation is determined by the length of 

time which the first tube is cut off by the negative volt-' 

age pulse which Is applied from the cathode follower. The 

condenser and resistor values for the grid circuit of the 

first tube are calculated so that the condenser discharge 
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path can be kept below the tube cutoff for the full half 

cycle of operation. Cethode coupling to the second tube is 

used in conjunction with the conventional plate to grid 

coupling. In this method, both csthodes re connected to 

ground through a common resistor, and one tube will bias 

the other. 

When the first tube is conducting maximum current, 

the osthode voltage developed will just about cut the 

second tube off. If the circuit is not triggered, this 

condition will continue because of the positive bi& on 

the grid of the first tube. When the grid of the first 

tube is driven negative, the tube is cut off, and the bias 

disappears from the cathode of the second tube. At the 

same time, the plate voltage of the first tube is rising 

rapidly to the supply voltage. The grid of the second tube 

is couoled to the plate of the first tube and rises also. 

These two factors therefore cause the seconi tube to reach 

saturation in a very short time. As a result, the olate 

voltage of the second tube drops very rapidly. Then the 

capacitor in the grid of the first tube has discharged to 

cutoff voltage of the tube, it will start to conduct. The 

plate voltage will drop and will be coupled to the grid 

of the second tube. Cathode bias will again be applied to 

the second cathode. This combination will eut the second 

tube off again, and the circuit will remain in this 
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condition until it is triggered again with the negative 

pulse from the osthode follower. 

The output of the second tube is used in the control 

of the thyratron, The voltage wave is a rectangu1r wve 

with the negative wave front as the reference point. This 

coincides with the starting of the positive half of the 

reference sine wave. The positive wave front of the 

rectngu1ar wve is variable from oractic11y zero time to 

more than hlf of the reference wave. 

The output i differentiated through a short time 

constant RC network in the grid circuit of the thyratron. 

Thus, a narrow positive pip can be moved through a 180 

degree cycle on the time base by varying the positive bi 

on the first tube of the trigger circuit. 

When the bias is a high positive value, the first tube 

will only be cut off for a short time, as the condenser is 

charging toward a higher potential than in a normal circuit. 

As the bias is decreased to zero, the second. tube will 

conduct for longer lengths of time. The capacitor and 

resistor in the grid circuit of the first tube are ca1cu 

lated to give a long enough time constant at low bias 

voltages to allow the first tube to remain shut off for 

the complete half cycle. 

The generator can be used on any frequency up to 

approximtely five thousand cycles per second. The 
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limiting fctor in the upper frecueney limit of the Dulee 

generator te the reletive width of the controlling pulse 

with resDect to helf of the cycle of the synchronizing 

voltage. This pulse should be narrow in comparison to the 

operating half of the voltage which is to be applied to 

the thyretron. If thie relative width becomes to ret 

as the frecuency of operation increases, the control fluise 

will be too wide to enable the thyratron to fire the first 

few degrees of the cycle. If the time constants of the 

coupling networks could he made continuously smaller, the 

control could be used. to the freciuency limit of the thyra- 

tron. This continuous decrease in pulse width will work 

up to a point, but the thyratron still reauires a finite 

time for firing, and the control pulse would have to be 

maintained at least to that width, 
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.i input 

plate tube 2 

cathode tube 4 

plate tube 6 

J anode to cathode 
of thyratron 

Figure 23. Ìo 
conduction. All 
figurEs inverted 
by electronic 
e w i t ch 
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E input 

E plate tube 2 

E cathode tube 4 

E plate tube 6 

E grid thyratron 

E anode to cathode 
of thyratron 

Figure 24. 33% 
conduction. All 
figures inverted 
by electronic 
sitch. 
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input 

plate tube 2 

cathode tube 4 

E plate tube 6 

grid thyratron 

anode to catiaode 

of tnyratron 

Figure 25. 67% 
conduction. All 
figures inverted 
by electronic 
ew i t c h. 
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input 

plate tube 2 

cathode tube 4 

plate tube 6 

grid thyrat.ron 

j anode to cathode 
oÍ' thyratron 

Figure 26. Maximum 
conduction. All 
figures inverted 
by electronic 
switch. 



List of Circuit Components 

Rl - 100000 ohms 

F2 - 30000 ohms 

R3 100000 ohms 

R4 - 30000 ohms 

RS -- 200000 ohms 

R6 30000 ohms 

R? - 1000000 ohms 

RS - 10000 ohms 

R9 - 100000 ohms 

BiO -- 50000 ohms 

RU - 10000 ohms 

B12 - 1000000 ohms 

- 50000 ohms 

Pl -- 100000 ohms 

Cl - 0.0001 Microfarads 

02 -- 0.0001 Microfards 

03 - 0.01 Microfards 

04 - 0.05 Microfarads 

05 - 0.01 MicrofrRds 

06 - 0.00006 Miorofarads 

3 type 65N? triodes 
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